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1. Introduction 
In 1950, KAKUTANI and OXTOBY [13] proved the existence of an 
extension of Haar measure on the circle to a countably additive translation 
and inversion invariant measure of character 2C (for the definition of 
character see 6.1). It is well known that the cardinal of the circle is 2lto = c. 
Thus a natural question to ask is whether it is possible to extend Haar 
measure for an arbitrary compact Abelian group of cardinal n>~o so 
that the new measure has character 2n. In this paper we show that the 
answer is in the affirmative if the group is connected. The author wishes 
to thank Professor K. A. Ross for the suggestion of this problem. This 
work will be used in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph. D. 
degree at the University of Rochester. 
The method of proof used was motivated by a paper of H ULANICKI [10] 
and is in fact the natural extension of the methods employed by KAKUTANI 
and KODAIRA in a paper [12] that appeared simultaneously with the 
above quoted paper of KAKUTANI and OXTOBY. In their paper Kakutani 
and Kodaira showed that there was an extension of Haar measure on 
the circle of character c. Their method was to use the divisibility of the 
circle group T and of a large product group G of circles to get an algebraic 
embedding cp of T into G such that cp(T) had Haar outer measure one in G. 
In the present work we shall proceed similarly. Our method will be 
to algebraically embed a divisible group H into a large product group 
G=PtHt (where Ht=H for all t) so that the resulting embedding has 
Haar outer measure one in G. We will then employ the notion of induced 
measure spaces introduced by DooB [3] to finally prove the theorem. 
As we remarked above, the method of proof was motivated by a paper 
of HULANICKI [10]. In this paper Hulanicki proved that there were dense 
subsets of full outer measure in products of separable measure spaces. 
He applied these results to show that each compact Abelian topological 
group G of cardinal 22n(n:> ~o) has a dense subgroup of cardinal nlto of 
Haar outer measure one in G. He also showed that the method of Kakutani 
and Kodaira could be used to prove existence of an extension of Haar 
measure on the circle of character 2C• 
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In the first part of our paper we shall prove several generalizations of 
Hulanicki's product theorem. We shall then apply a special case of these 
results to prove that a compact Abelian topological group of cardinal 
22n conta,ins a dense pseudocompact subgroup of cardinal nit •. 
The second part of our paper will be concerned with the problem of 
extension of Haar measure. To begin the proof of the existence of an 
extension of Haar measure we will use a special case of the Hulanicki 
type theorem. 
2. Some observations 
Let A be any set. Then IAI denotes the cardinal of A; 1t will always 
denote an infinite cardinal. If G is a topological group, then G will denote 
its character group. If X is a topological space, then w(X) is the least 
cardinal of a basis of open sets for X. 
It, is a, theorem of KAKUTANI [11] and PONTRYAGIN [15] that if G is a 
locally compact Abelian group then w(G)=w(G). KAKU'l'ANI [11] has also 
shown that if G is a discrete group then 1611 = 21GI. These facts will allow 
us to avoid using the continuum hypothesis in the proof of our theorems. 
We may observe that for G discrete w(G) = IGI. Thus if G is compact 
and if w(G)=n it follows that 1611=n and IGI=2n. 
HARTMAN and HULANICKI [5], assuming the generalized continuum 
hypothesis, have shown that each compact Abelian group H satisfying 
IHI « 22n contains a dense subset of cardinal at most n. W"e shall complement 
this theorem in Theorem 5.6 of this paper. '~Te shall be able to do away 
with the assumption of the generalized continuum hypothesis; however 
our conclusion will be slightly weaker, i.e., n will be replaced by nit •. 
This theorem will be used below to prove an amusing generalization 
of the theorem stating that there are enough characters of a compact 
Abelian group to separate points. 
Let G be any group; then Ga will denote the group G endowed with 
the discrete topology. It, is an elementary theorem of COMFORT and Ross 
[2] that if G is an Abelian group and if K is a subgroup of (Gaf then K 
is point-separating on G if and only if K is dense in the compact group 
(Gaf· 
2.1. Theorem.!) Suppose the continuum hypothesis holds. Let G be 
an infinite Abelian group satisfying IGI = 2n. Then there is a point separating 
group of characters K such that IKI =n. (K need not be a collection of 
continuous characters since G need not have a topology.) 
Proof. Since IGal = IGI = 2n, Kakutani's theorem implies that the 
compact group (Gaf satisfies I(Gar! = 22n. Thus the theorem of Hartman 
and Hulanicki implies that there is a dense subset of (Gaf having cardinal 
1) It was pointed out to the author by Professor Ross that Theorem 2.1 is 
essentially due to KAKUTANI [11]. However we give here a different proof. 
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n. Let K be the group generated by this set. Clearly n<: IKI <:n'No=n 
and K is point separating by the theorem of Comfort and Ross. 
Remark. If G is a compact Abelian group satisfying w(G)=n so 
that IGI = 2n, then there are n continuous characters and they separate 
points. Thus we have shown that this property is true for all Abelian 
groups provided we drop the requirement that the separating group must 
consist of continuous characters. 
3. A Separation Theorem 
3.1. Lemma. Let H be a compact Abelian group satisfying w(H)<:n. 
Then H has at most nN• closed Go sets. 
Proof. By the theorem of Kakutani and Pontryagin there are at 
most n continuous characters in N. Since rational combinations of 
characters separate points we may apply the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
to conclude that there are at most nN• continuous functions. Since each 
zero set is given by a continuous function in H, i.e. each zero set is of 
the form {x E H : f(x) = 0, f continuous}, it follows that there are at most 
nN• zero sets in H. To complete the proof we need only observe that in 
a normal space every closed Go set is a zero set. 
Remark. In a normal space X closed Go sets and zero sets are the 
same (Since each zero set Z is of the form Z = {x EX: f(x) = 0, f continuous} 
it is immediate that 
z=n~=l {x EX: l(x)<l/n} 
so Z is a closed Go. Conversely, let F be a closed Go, so that F = n~-l Un 
where each Un is open. Since X is normal there is for each n a continuous 
function O<:ln<: 1 such that In is zero on F and one on the complement 
of Un. Thus the function 1= .L~=1 2-n In has zero set F). Thus since 
we are dealing with compact Abelian topological groups in our paper 
and these are always normal spaces we will use the two terms inter-
changeably. 
Let A be any point set. Suppose that I A I = 2n; then there is a 1 - 1 
correspondence of A with the compact product group {-I, 1 }n. By 
Lemma 3.1 this latter group has at most nN• closed Go sets. Furthermore, 
it is clear that there are at most (nN.)N. = nN• distinct sequences of closed 
Go sets in this space. 
3.2. Lemma. Let {ti}~l be any countable sequence of points in a 
completely regular space T; then there is a sequence {Zi}~l of pairwise 
disjoint zero sets satisfying ti E Zi for each i. 
Proof. By induction. 
Let n:> 0 be an integer and assume that we have found disjoint zero 
sets Zk(l<:k<:n) such that tk EZk and tm ¢Zk if m>n. 
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By complete regularity there is a zero set Ai containing tn+l and 
disjoint from Zi for each i < n. Similarly there are zero sets Ai containing 
tn+1 and disjoint from tHI for each i>n+ 1. Let Zn+l = n~l Ai, then Zn+l 
has the desired properties. 
3.3. Theorem. Let T be any set such that rTI = 2n; then there exists 
a family ~ of sequences {Bt}~l of pairwise disjoint subsets of T such that 
(i) I~I <nlto 
(ii) for any distinct sequence {ti}~l in T, there exists a sequence 
{Bt}~l E ~ such that ti E Bi for each i. 
Proof. There is a 1-1 correspondence of T with {-I, 1 }n. By 
Lemma 3.2 the collection ~' of sequences of disjoint zero sets in { -1, l}n 
fulfills the requirements of the theorem for {-I, 1 }n. The 1-1 cor-
respondence carries the collection ~' into the corresponding collection ~ 
associated with T. Obviously ~ has the desired properties. 
4. A Theorem of Hulanicki and a Generalization 
4.1. Definition. Let.sd', f!J be collections of subsets of a space X. 
Then.sd'is a weak base for f!J if and only if given a non-empty B E f!J there 
is a non-empty A E.sd' such that A C B. 
In what follows a measurable space (X, f!J) is a space X and a a-field 
f!J. If {(Xt, f!Jt) : t E T} is a family of measurable spaces then the product 
measurable space (X, f!J) is the space X = pt·eTXt and the a-field f!J 
generated by the cylinder sets nt-I(M) where M E f!Jt, t E T (here nt is 
the projection onto Xt). 
In 1959, HULANICKI [10] proved the following theorem: Let X = PteTXt, 
where {(Xt, f!Jt : t E T} is a family of separable measurable spaces and 
ITI < 2n. Then the product measurable space (X, f!J) has a weak base .sd' 
for the a-field f!J for which I.sd'i <nlto. Here a measurable space (X, f!J) is 
separable if and only if there exists a set A C X such that IA I < c and 
A n B =1= 0 for every B E f!J. 
(Hulanicki was able to show that this theorem implies that there is 
an extension of Haar measure on the circle of character 2c.) In the proof 
of this theorem Hulanicki employed some sophisticated results from the 
theory of analytic sets (operations of Suslin) to show that the set he 
obtains is really a weak base for the a-field f!J. 
In this section we will show that it is possible to obtain a generalization 
of Hulanicki's theorem by using only elementary facts from the theory 
of product and function spaces. We make the following observation for 
the case in which all (Xt, f!Jt), t E T, are identical. If f!J is the a-field 
generated by the sets nt-I(M), t E T, (where for each t, nt is the projection 
mapping of PteTXt onto Xt=X, and M t is a member of the given a-field 
in X), then each member of f!J obviously depends on at most countably 
many coordinates. Thus if .sd' is a collection of functions having the 
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property that given a sequence of points {td~l in T and another sequence 
{Xi}~l in X there is a function lEd satisfying l(ti) = Xi for each i, it 
follows that d is a weak base for f!J. We will now state and prove the 
generalized Hulanicki type theorem. 
4.2. Theorem. Let X = PtETXt, where {(Xt, f!Jt) : t E T} is a family 
of measurable spaces, each having a weak base of cardinal at most n No, 
and ITI <2n. Then the product measurable space (X, f!J) has a weak 
base d for the a-field f!J for which Idl < nNo. 
Proof: Consider the product measurable space (YT, f!J) where each 
coordinate measurable space (Y, 'G') satisfies IYI <nNo, and 'G' is the 
a-field of all subsets of Y. Let m be the family of sequences of T satisfying 
conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 3.3. Let d C yT be chosen as follows: 
For each element {Bi}~l of m, choose one function from each equivalence 
class of functions I : T --+ Y constant on each B j and determined by the 
relation I ,......, (J if and only if 1= (J on each B j • It is clear that at most nNo 
functions are chosen. Repeating this procedure for each element of m 
we see that the collection d of functions chosen in this manner is a weak 
base for the a-field of the product measurable space (YT, f!J) satisfying 
Idl<nNo. 
For the general case, we observe that any 1- 1 correspondence of Y 
with a set of points corresponding to a weak base of a measurable space 
(Xt, f!Je) is a measurable mapping of Y into X t (see HULANICKI [10], 
Lemmas 3, 4, and 5). Thus for each t, let (Jt be a 1-1 (measurable) mapping 
of Y onto a weak base of X t. Let I : yT --+ PtE TXt be the function defined 
by f={(Jt}teT. Then f is measurable, is onto a weak base for the product 
measurable space of (X, f!J) and f(YT) has cardinal at most nNo. 
5. Applications to Compact Abelian Groups 
As we have seen in Lemma 3.1, if w(H) < n then H has at most nNo 
closed G~ sets. Thus trivially there is a weak base for the Baire sets of 
H having cardinal at most nNO (Since there are at most (nNo)No =nNO Baire sets). 
5.1. Lemma. Let Y = PteTXt, where for each t E T, X t is a compact 
Hausdorff space. For each t ET let f!Jt be the a-field of Baire sets in Xt. 
Let f!J be the product a-field generated by the cylinder sets nt-1(Mt) 
(Mt E f!Jt). Then f!J is the a-field of Baire sets in Y. 
Proof: It is an elementary fact that points can be separated by the 
open subbasic cylinder sets nt-1(Ut) since the coordinate spaces X t are 
Hausdorff. Thus given two points X, y E Y there is a subbasic open set U 
containing X and not y. Since Y is compact and hence normal there is a 
continuous function I such that f(x) = 0 and f = 1 on the complement 
of U. Since U depended on only one coordinate f may be chosen to depend 
on only one coordinate. Thus by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem the 
algebra generated by the functions dependent on only one coordinate is 
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uniformly dense in the continuous real valued functions. Since the Baire 
sets consist of the a-field generated by the zero sets of the real valued 
continuous functions on Y it is immediate that they are also generated 
by the zero sets of the continuous functions that depend on only one 
coordinate (i.e. Go sets that are cylinder sets). This proves the lemma. 
5.2. Corollary. Let Y = PtETXt where ITI < 2n and where for each 
t E T, X t is a compact Hausdorff space. For each t E T, let fJ8 t be the a-field 
of Baire sets in X t , and let fJ8 t have a weak base of cardinal at most nKo • 
Then the a-field of Baire sets in Y has a weak base of cardinal at most n Ko • 
Proof. Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.1 
5.3. Corollary. Let G= PtETHt, where each Ht=H, H is a compact 
Abelian group, w(H) <n, and ITI < 2n. Then w(G) < 2n and there is a weak 
base for the Baire sets of G having cardinal at most nKo • 
5.4. Corollary. Let G= PtETHt, where each Ht=H, H is a compact 
Abelian group, w(H)<n, and ITI < 22n. Then there is a weak base for the 
Baire sets of G having cardinal at most 2n. (Here w(G) < 22n.) 
Proof. Observe that if w(H)<n, then IHI <2n. Thus in Corollary 5.2 
replace n by m = 2n. 
5.5. Corollary. Let G= PtETHt, where each Ht=H, H is a compact 
Abelian group and w(H) < n. 
(a) If ITI <2n then G contains a dense pseudocompact subgroup J 
satisfying IJI < nKo ; necessarily J has Haar outer measure one. 
(b) If ITI < 22n then G contains a dense pseudo compact subgroup J 
satisfying IJI < 2n; necessarily J has Haar outer measure one. 
Proof. A theorem of COMFORT and Ross [1] states that a totally 
bounded topological group G is pseudo compact if and only if each non-
empty Baire subset of G meets G, where G is the Weil completion of G. 
Select one element from each member of a weak base for the Baire sets 
of G. It is clear that the group J generated by this set is pseudo compact. 
Part (a) is immediate from Corollary 5.1 and part (b) is immediate from 
Corollary 5.2. To complete the proof we note that a set A C G has Haar 
outer measure one if and only if A (I B i= 0 for each Baire set B of positive 
measure. 
This corollary generalizes to arbitrary compact Abelian topological 
groups because of the following theorem of VILENKIN [17]: Let G be a 
compact Abelian group. For some cardinal number m, there is a continuous 
mapping of {-I, l}m onto G; m can be taken to be max [~o, r] where r 
is the rank of the character group ofG. We note here that if IGI>~o then 
r= IGI (see [6] A.1l-16). 
5.6. Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian topological group 
satisfying w( G) = 2n. Then 
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(i) G has a weak base for its Baire sets with cardinal at most nN', 
(ii) G contains a dense pseudo compact subgroup J such that IJI <; nN,; 
necessarily J has Haar outer measure one. 
Proof. Clearly by Pontryagin's theorem IGI =2n so by Vilenkin's 
theorem G is the continuous image of G' = { - 1, l}m = PteT{ -1, 1}t, where 
ITI =m=2n. Thus Corollary 5.3 applies to G', so G' contains a weak base 
for the Baire sets having cardinal at most nN,. However under a continuous 
mapping weak bases for Baire sets go over onto weak bases for Baire 
sets (i.e., each closed G6 in G is a continuous image of a closed G6 in G', 
and the G6 sets generate the a-field of Baire sets). Thus there is a weak 
base f!J for the Baire sets in G having cardinal at most nN,. This proves (i). 
For (ii), let J be the group generated by the set obtained by selecting one 
point from each element of the weak base f!J. 
Remark. This theorem complements the theorem of Hartman and 
Hulanicki that we have quoted in section 2. We emphasize that our 
Theorem 5.6 is true even without the continuum hypothesis. We make 
now the following observations: 
(1) If n=nNo , then our theorem really strengthens the theorem of 
Hartman and Hulanicki. 
(2) If n = No our theorem appears to be weaker than the theorem of 
Hartman and Hulanicki. However we note the following: there does not 
exist a pseudo compact Abelian group of cardinal No. This is due to the 
fact that a pseudo compact group necessarily has Haar outer measure one 
in its Weil completion (which is compact). However a countable subset 
of an infinite compact group can only have Haar measure zero. 
Note. We mention that Theorem 5.4 contains Theorem 2 III 
HULANICKI [10]. 
6. Statement of the Main Problem 
KAKUTANI and OXTOBY [13] proved that Haar measure in a compact 
metric group may be extended to a much larger a-field of subsets of the 
group and still remain invariant under group translation and inversion. 
To be more precise we introduce the following definition. 
6.1. Definition. Let X be any set, /7 any a-algebra of subsets of 
X, and I' any measure defined on /7. Then the character of the measure 
space (X, /7,1') is the smallest cardinal number m for which there exists 
a subfamily fT of /7 such that IfTl = m and such that for every S E /7 
and every 8>0, there exists a set T EfT satisfying p,(S !::, T)<s. Any 
such subfamily will be called a basis for (X, /7,1')' 
It is well known that the character of the Haar measure space of a 
compact infinite metric group is No (see 6.3). Kakutani and Oxtoby 
showed that there is an extension of Haar measure with character 2C• 
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This is a surprising result simply because 2C is the cardinal of the power 
set of the group. HEWITT and Ross [6] 16.3, noticed that the method of 
proof used actually worked for all compact metric groups. 
An obvious generalization of this theorem would be the following: 
6.2. Conjecture. Let G be a compact topological group satisfying 
w(G)=n. Then there is a translation and inversion invariant extension 
of Haar measure having character 22n. 
This conjecture should be compared with the following observation. 
6.3. Theorem. Let G be an infinite compact topological group. Then 
the character of (G, Jt, m) is at most equal to w(G). Here m is Haar 
measure, and Jt consists of the Haar measurable sets. 
Pr 0 0 f. Consider the collection (!) of finite unions of open sets contained 
in a basis 88 of the topological space G where 1881 = w(G). Since w(G) is 
infinite it is clear that I(!)I =w(G). Let T be a measurable set and suppose 
that m(T) > O. By regularity of Haar measure there is a compact set F C T 
and an open set 0 :J T such that m(O 6. T) < s for some preassigned s> O. 
Since F is compact there is a finite number of sets in 88 that cover F 
and are contained in O. Let U denote their union. Obviously U E (!) and 
m(U 6. T)<s, thus the character is at most 1(!)I=w(G). 
If G is Abelian, then the character m of (G, Jt, m) is equal to w(G) since 
m=dim L2 (G, Jt, m)= IGI =w(G). 
The first equality follows from the following fact: Let (X, Jt, /1) be a 
measure space such that /1(X) = 1. Let b be the dimension of L2 (X, uII, /1) 
and let m be the character of (X, Jt, /1). If b is finite, then m=2b. If b 
is infinite then m=b. (See [6], 16.12.) 
In the present paper we shall prove the following theorem. 
6.4. Theorem. Let G be a compact connected Abelian group satis-
fying w(H) = n. Then there exists a translation and inversion invariant 
extension of Haar measure on H of character 22n. 
Note that if w(H) = n then IHI = 2n, so that 22n is the cardinal of the 
power set of H. 
Remark. The method of proof that we will employ is essentially due 
to KAKUTANI and KODAIRA [l2J. In their paper they showed that there 
is a translation and inversion invariant extension of Haar measure on 
the circle of character c. HULANICKI, using Theorem 1 of [10] (which we 
have quoted in Section 4), showed that the same method may be used 
to get an extension on the circle of character 2C• It turns out that our 
Corollary 5.4 a related existence theorem, is not quite enough to prove 
Theorem 6.4. In the next section we will exhibit a weak base, for the 
closed G6 sets of positive measure of G (of Corollary 5.4), that will have 
th~ properties necessary for the proof of our theorem. 
13 Series A 
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7. A Weak Base for Baire Sets of Positive Measure 
Let H be a compact Abelian group satisfying w(H)<n. Let G=PtETHt 
where each Ht=H and ITI=22". Let %t=% be the collection of closed 
G6 sets of Ht=H. It is clear from Lemma 3.1 that 1%1 <nNo. 
7.1. Definition. A (T, %)-cylinder MeG is a set of the form 
M = nt€Bnt-I(Nt) 
where BeT, and each Nt=N for some fixed N E %. For convenience 
we will use the notation (B, N) to mean ntEBnt-I(Nt). If B consists of 
the single point t we will write (t, N) to represent nt-I(N). 
Intuitively (B, N) is a cylinder of cross section N in each of B coor-
dinates and of cross section H in the remaining ones. 
Let T be as above. As we noted previously, there is a 1- 1 correspondence 
of T with {-I, 1 }2". Let eg be the collection of subsets of T corresponding 
to the closed Go sets in {-I, 1 }2". Let 91 be the collection of sequences 
in eg of pairwise disjoint sets in T satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 3.3. 
7.2. Definition. An (91, %)-cylinder MeG is a set of the form 
M = n~l (Bt, Nt), where each Nt E % and {Bi}~l Em:. 
Let ~o be the collection of all (91, %)-cylinders. It is clear that 
I~IJI < leg x%INo<2". 
In what follows we employ the standard definitions of measurable 
spaces, measure spaces and product measure spaces. (See for example 
HALMos [4], HEWITT and Ross [6]). 
7.3. Lemma. Let G=HI x H 2, where HI and H2 are compact. Let 
A x B C HI X H2 be closed (compact) and be such that A consists of a 
single point Xl. Suppose A x B C U where U is open. Then there is an 
open rectangle U1 x U2 satisfying A x B C U1 X U2 C U. (A rectangle is 
a set of the form Al x A2 where Al C HI and A2 C H2.) 
Proof. Easy. 
Consider the product measure space of the measure spaces {(Xt, ....lIt, Ilt): 
t E T}. Let Me PteTXt. For {3 E T, denote the complement of {{3} in T 
by p. Let xp E Pt*fjX t . We define the xp section in M as the set of points 
M",(Jjl = {xpl(xtl> Xii) EM}. 
The collection of sets of this form is called the collection of Xp sections. 
It is an elementary fact of measure theory that if (X x Y, !/' x 3,11 x v) 
is a measure space where 11, v are a-finite and if E C X x Y is measurable, 
then E has measure zero if and only if almost every X -section has measure 
zero. It is an immediate consequence of this fact that if Me PtETXt has 
positive measure, then for every {3 there is an Xp-section Mxp which has 
positive measure in Xp. 
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From now on for each t E T, (Xt, vltt , fit) is the Haar measure space 
of the compact group Xt=Ht=H Satisfying w(H)=n. G is the topo-
logical product group G=Pt.THt where ITI=22n. 
If M is a closed Go in G then it is immediate from compactness that 
M depends on only countably many coordinates. (Compare with Lemma 
5.1.) In fact we can regard each of the open sets that appear in the inter-
section as depending on only finitely many coordinates. We note then 
that each closed G6 set M may be written in the form 
7.4. Lemma. Let M be a closed G~ in G having positive Haar 
measure. Then for each fixed coordinate {J E {ti}?:l' where the ti are the 
coordinates that M depends on, there is a subset N C M that is a closed 
G~ of the form N = n::"=l (tn, Nt,,) where each N tn is a closed Gd in H t" 
and Np has positive Haar measure in H{3. 
Proof. For simplicity we will assume ti=i (i= 1,2, ... ) and that 
{J = 1. Since M has positive Haar measure there is an Hi-section MXi 
having positive Haar measure in HI. Regularity of Haar measure implies 
that there is a closed G6 set NI C MZi having positive Haar measure in HI. 
We will consider the rectangular set NI x {xI} C MeG. Since M is a closed 
Gd, M =n~l U, and obviously NI x {xI} CUr for each r. By Lemma 7.3 
there are rectangular open sets Vr X V;: satisfying NI x {xI} C Vr X V;: C U, 
for each r. Replace V;: by a basic open set Wr satisfying {xI} E Wr=n~:2 
(j, Wi,,) C V; where W j" is a neighbourhood in H j of Xj. Since each Hi is 
normal we see that for each r there is a zero set Zr satisfying NI C Zr C Yr. 
Furthermore for j = 2, ... , nr there are zero sets Zj,r satisfying 
Xj E Zj,r C Wi,r. 
Thus for each r, there is a relationship of the form 
Thus there is a zero set 
n~l{(l, Z,) n [n~:l(j, Zj,r)J} C n;x:.l Ur= M 
which fulfills the requirements of the theorem. 
7.5. Corollary. Let {J E T be fixed. Let ~{3 denote the collection of 
closed G6 sets in G of the form N = n~l (ti, Nt.), where Nt. E JV for each 
i, {J E {ti}~l' and N{3 has positive Haar measure in H{3. Then ~p is a weak 
base for the closed Gd sets in G having positive measure. 
Proof. Let M be a closed Go set in G having positive measure. Then 
M has the form M = Mtlt2 ... X Pt¢'{t'}~lHt. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that {J E {ti}?:l' Thus apply Lemma 7.4. 
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7.6. Theorem. Let fJ E T be fixed. Let &p C ~~ consist of those 
(m, .Y)-cylinders ofthe form n~~l (Bn, N n ) that satisfy (3 E B'l for some i 
and Ni has positive Haar measure in H for this i. Then &p is a weak 
base for the closed G~ sets in G having positive Haar measure. 
Proof. Let M be a closed G6 in G with positive Haar measure. By 
Corollary 7.5 there is a member of !Fp contained in M. Suppose it is 
n~l (ti, Nt). Since m was chosen so that there is a sequence {Bt }i":.l Em 
of pairwise disjoint subsets of T satisfying ti E Bi for each i, it is clear that 
n~l (B'l' Nt) C n~l (ti, Nt) eM and obviously nr:l (Bi, Nt) E &p. This 
proves the theorem. 
It is clear from the construction of &p that I&pl <; 2n and if P E &(3 
then np(P) has positive Haar measure in H{3 and is a closed G~ there (n is 
the projection onto H(3). 
Remark. It is not difficult to show that ~6 is a weak base for the 
closed G~ sets of G. We have omitted the proof of this because we do not 
actually use this fact to prove Theorem 6.4. The proof is very similar 
to the proof of Theorem 7.6. 
Remark. Theorem 7.6 is the crucial step in proving that we can 
actually get the desired extension of Haar measure on a compact con-
nected Abelian group. The remainder of the proof is essentially a repetition 
of the paper of KAKUTANI and KODAIRA [12] (of course in a more general 
setting). It will become clear shortly that in some sense every compact 
connected group looks like the circle group. In fact, as we shall see, the 
important properties that Kakutani and Kodaira utilized in their proof 
were the connectedness of the circle and the existence of sufficiently 
many independent elements of infinite order. Thus with the present 
knowledge of the structure of infinite compact Abelian groups (due to 
HULANICKI [8], [9], and others) it will not be difficult to imitate the 
proof of Kakutani and Kodaira. 
Finally we remark that if we wished only to get an extension of Haar 
measure of character 2n (where w(H) = n) by using the method of Kakutani 
and Kodaira, Theorem 7.6 would not be necessary. We note the following: 
Let H be as before and let G=PtETHtwhere ITI=2n. Then G=P*tETHt 
and IGI=2n. Thus as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we may conclude that 
there are at most 2n closed Gd sets in G with positive measure. Further-
more, if M is a closed G~ set in G having positive Haar measure then for 
each t E T, nt(M) contains a closed G6 set in H t having positive Haar 
measure. With this information one could imitate the remaining sections 
of this paper and produce a proof of the fact that there is a translation 
and inversion invariant extension of Haar measure of character 2n for 
the Haar measure space of H where w(H) = n. 
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8. Existence of Large Sets of Independent Element8 
In the remainder of this paper Abelian groups will be written with 
additive notation. 
A well known theorem of Gelfand and Silov states that for a locally 
compact Abelian group G if MeG has positive Haar measure then 
M -M contains the identity in its interior. This implies the following 
lemma. 
8.1. Lemma. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let MeG be a 
Haar measurable set having positive Haar measure. Then the group [M] 
generated by JJf is open and hence has finite index in G. 
8.2. Definition. A finite subset Xl, ... , x" of an Abelian group G 
is said to be independent if it does not contain 0 and if 
implies that 
An infinite subset I is independent if every finite subset of I is independent. 
We note that if the {xih~l, ... ,,, are of infinite order then this reduces to 
the standard definition of independence, i.e., nl=n2= ... =n,,=0. 
8.3. Lemma. Let G be an Abelian group and let MeG. Let L eM 
be a set of elements of infinite order in G. If every element of infinite 
order in M is dependent on L and if [M] has finite index in G, then 
every element of infinite order in G is dependent on L. 
Proof. Easy. 
The following structure theorem, due to HULANICKI [8], [9] and others 
(see also [6], 25.23), plays an important role in our proof: Let G be a 
connected compact Abelian group satisfying w(G) = m. Then G is alge-
braically isomorphic with 
(* denotes weak direct product) where P is the set of all primes, and 
each cardinal number OJ) is finite or is 2ep for an infinite cardinal ep <: m. 
8.4. Definition. Let G be an Abelian group and let L be a maximal 
independent set of elements of infinite order in a set MeG. We shall 
then say that L is a basis for the elements of infinite order in M. If M =G 
the cardinal number of L is called the torsion free rank ro(G) of G. 
With this convention in mind we state the following facts (see [6], 
All-14). 
(a) All bases of elements of infinite order in G have the same number 
of elements. 
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(b) If G is torsion free, if IGI > No, and if L is a basis for the elements 
of infinite order in G, then IGI = ILl. 
(c) Let F be the torsion subgroup of G. Then 10(G) =ro(GjF) =r(GjF) 
where 10 denotes torsion free rank and r denotes rank. 
8.5. Lemma. Let G be an Abelian group. Let MeG and let [M] 
have finite index in G. Then M contains a basis for the elements of 
infinite order in G. 
Proof. We may suppose ro(G) =!= o. Clearly the collection of independent 
sets of elements of infinite order in M has finite character (a la Kelley 
p. 32), so that Tukey's Lemma applies here. Thus there is a basis L for 
the elements of infinite order in M. However [M] has finite index in G, 
so Lemma 8.3 applies, and we conclude that L is a basis for the elements 
of infinite order in G. 
8.6. Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian topological group. Let 
MeG be a set of positive Haar measure. Then M contains a basis for 
the elements of infinite order in G. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.1 [M] has finite index in G, so by Lemma 8.5 M 
contains a basis for the elements of infinite order in G. 
8.7. Corollary. Let G be a compact connected Abelian topological 
group satisfying w(G) = n. Then every closed G6 set MeG having positive 
Haar measure contains a basis L for the elements of infinite order in G 
and ILI=2n. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.6 each closed G6 set MeG having positive 
measure contains a basis L for the elements of infinite order in G. We 
note that by the structure theorem of Hulanicki one such basis has 
2n elements. Thus ILl = 2n. 
8.8. Lemma. Let G be a compact connected Abelian group satisfying 
w(G)=n. Let {M" : IX<Wm , m=2n} be a well ordered sequence of closed 
G6 sets of positive Haar measure in G. Then there exists a well ordered set 
{x" : IX < wm} of independent elements of infinite order such that x" EO M" 
for each IX < Wm (the M",'s are not necessarily distinct). 
Proof. By Corollary 8.7 for each IX there is a basis L" for the elements 
of infinite order in G, where L" C M" and IL"I = 2n. 
Let Xl EO Ll be arbitrary. Let y < Wm and suppose that we have chosen 
a sequence {x" : IX < y} of independent elements of infinite order satisfying 
x" EO L" for each IX<Y. 
It is clear that {x" : IX<y} is not a basis for the elements of infinite 
order in G since each such basis contains 2n elements and Iyl < 2n. Thus 
there is y EO G independent of {x" : IX < y} and y is of infinite order. Since 
Ly is a basis for the elements of infinite order y is dependent on Ly. Thus 
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there is a relation of the form my = nlZl + ... + nkZk where m i= 0 and 
where for each i, Zt ELy and nt is an integer. Clearly if each ZI is dependent 
on {x" : ex < y} then so is y. Thus at least one Zi is independent of {xc< : ex < y}. 
Choose one such Zt and call it x y . Obviously Xy ELy C My and the trans-
finite induction is complete. 
Remark. Lemma 8.8 is true in a more general situation. The same 
induction will work because of Theorem 8.6 if the Me< are measurable 
with positive measure, m is at most equal to the cardinal of a maximal 
independent set of elements of infinite order, and G is compact Abelian 
(with no other restrictions). 
9. An Embedding Lemma 
9.1. Definition. An Abelian group G is said to be divisible if and 
only if given x E G and n a nonzero integer, there is y E G such that x=ny 
(in additive notation). 
The next lemma in a slightly less general setting was used without 
proof in KAKUTANI and KODAIRA [12]. It is crucial to our proof of the 
extension of Haar measure. It will enable us to embed a compact con-
nected Abelian group into a large product group in such a manner that 
the embedded group has Haar outer measure one in the large group. 
We note that this is an algebraic embedding and not a topological embed-
ding. It is well known (see [16], p. 44) that every homomorphism if; of 
a group H C G into a divisible group D may be extended to a homo-
morphism if;' of G into D. We use this fact in the proof of the Lemma. 
9.2. Lemma. Let G=Hx.1 where H is an Abelian group. Let 
K C H be a proper subgroup. Suppose that ({I is an isomorphism of K I 
into G satisfying nH({I(x) = x for all x E K, where nH is the projection of 
G onto H. Then ({I can be extended to an isomorphism ({I' of H into G 
satisfying nH({I/(x) =X for all x E H. 
Proof. We observe that the isomorphism ({I of K C H into G=H x.1 
may be written in the form ({I(x) = (x, e(x)) where e is a homomorphism 
of K into .1. By the remark in the above paragraph e may be extended 
to a homomorphism (j' of H into .1. Let ({I' (x) = (x, e'(x)) for all x E H. 
Clearly ({I' is the desired isomorphism. 
10. Induced Measure Spaces 
The concept of an induced measure space was introduced by DOOR [3]. 
There is also a discussion of this type of measure space in KAKUTANI 
and KODAIRA [12]. Since we use an induced measure space in the proof 
of Theorem 6.4, for completeness we will introduce the elementary facts 
about these spaces that we shall need. 
Let (S, 1, m) be a measure space for which m(S) = 1. It is elementary 
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that a subset A has outer measure one in 8 if and only if A () M #- 0 
for every M E vii satisfying m(M) > O. Thus let A C 8 have outer measure 
one. Let 
Then vI{- is a a-field of subsets of A. 
10.1. Definition. The induced measure m- on .4- is given by 
if M-=A () M, M Evil. 
It is easy to verify that m- is a well defined measure on the a-field vII-
(i.e., if M-=M1 () A=M2 () A then m(Ml 6. M 2)=0). 
10.2. Definition. (A,vII~, m~) is called the measure space induced 
on A by (8,1, m). 
The following lemma was stated in KAKUTANI and KODAIRA [12J and 
it is a crucial tool for the proof of our theorem. 
10.3. Lemma. The measure space (A,.4~, m-) has the same character 
as the measure space (8, vii, m). 
Proof. Easy with the following observation: 
Let T, M Evil and let T~, M~ be the corresponding sets in JI-. It 
is an elementary fact that the identities 
hold. 
11. Embedding Into a Large Product Group 
1l.l. Lemma. Let H be a compact connected Abelian group satis-
fying w(H)=n>No. Let G=Pt€THt where each Ht=H and tTt=2211. 
Fix the coordinate f3 E T. Then there is a set V C G of independent elements 
of infinite order satisfying 
(i) V has Haar outer measure one 
(ii) nptv is one to one. 
Proof. In Theorem 7.6 we have shown that !!Pp is a weak base for 
the G~ sets of positive measure in G, t!!Ppl <: 211 , and if N E!!Pp then n{J(N) 
has positive Haar measure in H{J and is a closed G~ there. 
Well-order the elements of !!Pp in a well ordering of type Wm, m=211 , 
i.e. {M", : 1X<Wm }. By Lemma 8.8 (with G replaced by H) for each 1X<Wm 
we may select x'" E np(M",) such that {x", : 1X<Wm} is an independent set 
of elements of infinite order. For each 1X<Wm , let y", E n{J-l(x",) () Me< be 
selected arbitrarily. Let 
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Obviously V has Haar outer measure one in G since V n M 7'= 0 for each 
M E f!jJ fJ and hence by regularity of Haar measure V n B 7'= 0 for each 
Baire set B of positive measure. It is clear that nfJlv is I-I since the 
sets {x" : iX < wm} and {yo: : iX < wm} consist of independent elements. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let V G be the group generated by V and let K be the group generated 
by nfJ( V). It is clear that nfJ is an isomorphism of V G onto K since these 
are free groups on the elements of V and nfJ( V) respectively and nfJ is 
I-Ion the generators of the free groups. Thus the inverse of nfJ induces 
an isomorphism rp of K C H into G, such that rp(K) has Haar outer measure 
one in G. 
It is well known (see [6], 24.25) that for a compact Abelian group G, 
the statement G is connected is equivalent to the statement G is divisible. 
Thus we have the following lemma. 
11.2. Lemma. Let H be a compact connected Abelian group for 
which w(H)=n. Let G=PtETHt where each Ht=H and ITI=22n. Fix 
the coordinate fJ E T. Then there is an algebraic isomorphism rp' of HfJ 
into G such that 
(i) rp'(HfJ ) has Haar outer measure one in G 
(ii) nfJrp'(x)=x for each x EHfJ. 
Proof. By the above discussion there is an isomorphism rp of K C HfJ 
into G satisfying nfJrp(x)=x for each x E K. Clearly J =Pt*fJHt is divisible. 
Thus the present lemma follows from Lemma 9.2. 
12. The Extension ot Haar Measure 
For convenience we will restate here Theorem 6.4. 
12.1 Theorem. Let G be a compact connected Abelian group 
satisfying w(H) =n. Then there exists a translation and inversion invariant 
extension of Haar measure on H of character 22n. 
Proof. Embed H in G=PtETHt where each Ht=H and ITI=2zn, 
i.e., send H into H{J for some fixed fJ E T. Let rp' be the isomorphism of 
HfJ into G of Lemma 11.2, so that m~(rp'(HfJ))= 1 where me is Haar measure 
on G and m~ is Haar outer measure on G. 
We will now consider the measure space (rp'(H{J)' JI-, m-) induced by 
(G, JI, mG), where JI is the a-field of Haar measurable sets. By Lemma 
10.3 the character of (rp'(HfJ ), JI-, m;;) is equal to the character of 
(G, JI, mG). We may further observe that the character of the latter 
measure space is 22n simply because G= Pi"THt has cardinality 22n. It 
is clear that m; is translation and inversion invariant on rp'(HfJ } since 
mG is on G. 
We observe that since rp' is an algebraic isomorphism there is associated 
with JI- the a-field JIl' = {rp'-l (M) : M EJI-} of subsets of HfJ. Thus 
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we may define a measure h on H by 
h (M)=m;; (q/(M)) for ME JIt'. 
Thus (Hp, JIt', h) is a measure space. It is clear that h is translation and 
inversion invariant. Obviously the character of (Hp, JIt', h) is 22n. Thus 
to complete the proof we must show that h, restricted to JI(3 where Jlp 
is the a-field of Haar measurable sets in H p, is just Haar measure. Denote 
Haar measure in H p by mp. 
Let JJlp C Hp be a Haar measurable set. Let 
M =np-l (Mp)=Mp x Pap H t . 
Then clearly M is a Haar measurable subset of G and 
ma(M)=mp (Mp). 
We may now observe that M n q/(Hp) EJI~ and 
m;; (M n rp'(Hp))=ma(M)=mp(Mp). 
Furthermore, since rp' is an isomorphism of Hp into G satisfying nfJrp'(x)=x 
for x E HfJ it follows that M n rp'(HfJ ) = rp'(MfJ ). Thus MfJ E JIt' and further-
more 
Thus h is the desired extension of Haar measure on HfJ. 
The theorem is proved since it is obvious that we can now induce a 
measure space on H with the desired properties via the algebraic iso-
morphism of the embedding. 
12.2. Corollary. Let H be a compact locally connected Abelian 
group satisfying w(H) = n. Then there is a translation and inversion 
invariant extension of Haar measure on H of character 22n. 
Proof. The component C of the identity in H is a compact open 
subgroup satisfying w(C) = n. Thus H is topologically isomorphic to 
OX HIO (see [6], 24.45(b)). Apply Theorem 12.1 to O. The new product 
measure on 0 x H 10 gives the desired extension. 
A well known structure theorem for locally compact compactly 
generated Abelian groups states that every such group is topologically 
isomorphic with Ra x Zb X F (here R = real numbers, Z = integers) for 
some non-negative integers a and b and some compact Abelian group F. 
Thus if such a group G is connected it follows that G,......, Ra x F where 
F is a compact connected group. 
12.3. Corollary. Let H be a locally compact connected compactly 
generated Abelian group. Suppose H has a compact subgroup J satisfying 
w(H) = w(J) = n;;. No. Then there is a translation and inversion invariant 
extension of Haar measure on H of character 22n. 
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Finally if G is a locally compact locally connected compactly generated 
Abelian group it follows that G ~ Ra x Zb X F for some non-negative 
integers a and b and some locally connected compact Abelian group F. 
Thus: 
12.4. Corollary. Let H be a locally compact locally connected 
compactly generated Abelian group. Suppose H has a compact subgroup 
J satisfying w(H) = w(J) = n. Then there is a translation and inversion 
invariant extension of Haar measure on H of character 22n. 
Note. Since this work was completed, HEWITT and Ross [7] have 
generalized and simplified Theorem 12.1 and Corollary 12.4. Their theorem 
implies Theorem 12.1 for all compact Abelian groups, and uses our 
Theorem 5.6, Theorem 8.6 and Lemma 8.8. Parts of their proof are 
similar to ours. 
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